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Romania has always been in fashion
since the early days, but often the world
was quite busy to realize it.
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It is international recognition that made
Romanian designers think that there are other
markets just waiting to be conquered. Brands
such as Jolidon among others are international
hits and young designers like Rozalb de Mura,
darlings of the international press. There is a
strong Romanian creative wave that has been
manifesting itself lately in cinematography
and interior design as well. All of a sudden,
from a “lohn” country we became a “creative”
one. And it is this creativity that we showcased
in Paris, New York, London, Dubai and even
Kuwait and, right now, in Berlin.
Here are 7 creative brands to prove it.
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LIST 05
Geometric lines, modern volumes, feminine
shapes and creative textures are the main
elements which became the visual identity of
the brand. Shirts with minimalist details, shirtdresses with asymmetric draped volumes,
cardigans and deconstructed suits – are IT items
of LIST 05.
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ADELINA IVAN
Fascinated by geometric graphisms, she designs
her works of wearable art. Based in Bucharest,
with a BFA in Design from the Art Institute of
Bucharest, she founded ADELINA IVAN label
in 2008 and has been ever since dedicated to
keeping things simple and natural. Her industrial
design roots are evident in her fashion designs
and define her compelling aesthetics.
Minimal, futuristic and conceptual, Adelina Ivan’s
black and white clothing features interesting
textures with harmonic proportions and clean
lines, made of pure fabrics with refined finishes.
The label’s standpoint is a conformity-free
way of life. Defying fashion industry standards,
Adelina chooses to produce one or maybe
two collections annually, in limited edition lines
and publicly presenting them only when she
feels she’s ready, when she believes the timing
is right, according to her own principles and
beliefs and not of those guiding a consumerist
society.
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PAPUCEI
The brand’s name is Romanian for “little shoes”.
And it tells you more about the brand than you
realize. It shows the core of the company, which
has been and will always be revolving around
shoes. Papucei is a word you would use when
you care for a pair of shoes dearly and you can’t
just name them “shoes”. Also, it’s a regional
word, used mostly in the north-east of Romania,
a region known for its long tradition in shoe
manufacturing and the place where Papucei was
established.
A lifetime dedicated to manufacturing and
inimitable design.
Angela Vasiliu graduated from the Technical
Faculty of Textile and Leather Goods, the
only Romanian faculty in the field, right in her
hometown, Iasi. She spent a few years working in
two state factories as an engineer and designer,
but after the Revolution, she slowly started
laying the foundation of her own company. It
took will and skill, but soon she managed to get
the mechanism working. All her designs were
one of a kind, different both in shape, color
combinations and leathers used. Her creative
ideas continue to amaze us in Papucei’s current
collections which are full of them.
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MUSETTE
Musette is an accomplished luxury shoes and
bags company. All products are entirely made in
Europe.
Founded in 1991 as a trading company,
Musette is nowadays a luxury fashion brand
that encompasses women’s and men’s shoes,
handbags, small leather goods and other
accessories.
The design is developed in Italy and overseen
by a team lead by Cristina Batlan. Musette is
the new luxury, unconventional and authentic.
A style that expresses new forms of elegance,
presenting itself as a modern classicism, based
on superior creativity.
Exceptional Italian craftsmanship is reflected in
utmost care for every product detail. It takes at
least 100 manufacturing steps for a purse or a
pair of shoes to reach highest quality standards
and turn into an adored accessory.
Due to utmost care for details, superb lasts
and finishing made by the hands of best
craftsmen, to the delicacy and preciousness of
the materials, to the exclusive design and the
desire to create and offer a unique experience,
Musette’s creations are veritable symbols of
contemporary luxury.
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IRINA SCHROTTER
Irina Schrotter’s brand was launched 21 years
ago, in Iasi, Romania. The flowing evening
gowns and smart business clothes were an
instant hit among women in search for an
alternative day-to-day wear. Today, the brand is
sold across 4 continents, in 17 countries. Since
2001, Irina Schrotter has been participating,
twice a year, at “Pret-a-Porter” Paris exhibitions
and showrooms.
From 2011 to 2013 Irina Schrotter has presented
five collections at Mercedes-Benz Berlin Fashion
Week and 2014 marked the brand’s second
participation at MQ Vienna Fashion Week. Since
2012 Irina Schrotter’s main line has been created
in collaboration with avant-garde fashion
designer Lucian Broscățean.
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NISSA
NISSA brand was born from strong values that
will always stay true: elegance, femininity,
quality, dedication, passion and creativity.
Internationally, NISSA is present in multibrand boutiques and departments stores all
over Europe (France, Belgium, Holland, UK,
Ireland, Italy, Spain and other countries), on
the American continents, in Russia and in the
Middle East (Lebanon, United Arab Emirates,
Israel and other countries). In terms of retail,
NISSA is represented by corner stores in
Galleries Lafayette Dubai, House of Fraser
Abu Dhabi, Nice Connection from Russia. In
the other already mentioned regions, NISSA
is distributed through more than 500 multibrand independent stores, our product being
extremely appreciated for its high quality at a

Among our strengths: increasing product
diversity and improving quality/price ratio,
constantly expanding our product portfolio
with new kinds of categories like corporate
garments or lohn production, increasing the
number of loyal customers on both national and
international markets.
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ONE AFTER THE OTHER
Special garments need to be accessorized
with even more special elements. As an outfit
completion, NISSA offers, aside from garments,
also a wide range of spectacular accessories for
day and evening under the collections “NISSA
One after the others”.
The range covers, in each collection, over 100
styles of shoes, bags, clutches, jewelry, belts,
scarfs, gloves and other ladies’ accessories.
Modern sophistication with classic patterns
Nothing expresses high-level elegance quite
like the perfect stiletto, the jewel box clutch
or the pearl necklace. Fantasy accessories
are always in the spotlight. What’s not to love
about “NISSA One after the others” products?
They are elegant, classy, stylish and extremely
fashionable.
All these go along with the brand’s excellent
craftsmanship, quality of work and comfort.
The strengths of NISSA collections extend
to „NISSA One after the others”: constantly
increasing product diversity and improving
quality/price ratio, by expanding our accesories
portfolio.

LIST 05
Confecții Integrate Moldova Ltd.
34 Bucium Street
RO-700295 Iași
T +40 232 415 791
F +40 232 415 792
office@cimiasi.ro
cimiasi.ro
ADELINA IVAN
Showroom ADELINA IVAN
5 Josef Pilsudski Street
RO-10498 Bucharest 2
M +40 745 380 718
office@adelinaivan.com
adelinaivan.com
PAPUCEI
Moldovița Ltd.
2Bis Calea Chișinăului
RO-700264 Iași
T +40 752 007 937
contact@papucei.ro
papucei.ro
MUSETTE
Musette Exim Ltd.
36-38 Verzisori Street
RO-040301 Bucharest 4
M +40 724 588 935
maria.popescu@musettegroup.ro
musettegroup.ro
IRINA SCHROTTER
Exclusiv Comp Ltd.
46 Bucium Avenue
RO-700283 Iași
T +40 232 230 988
F +40 232 236 001
office@irinaschrotter.ro
sales@irinaschrotter.ro
irinaschrotter.ro
NISSA
Nissa Manufacture Ltd.
82 Baicului Street
RO-021784, Bucharest 2
T +40 21 250 51 99
F +40 21 250 54 35
sbuzoianu@nissa.ro
www.nissa.ro
ONE AFTER THE OTHER
Nissa Design Ltd.
82 Baicului Street
RO-021784, Bucharest 2
T +40 21 250 52 99
F +40 21 250 54 35
mbildea@nissa.ro
www.nissa.ro
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